Tomten
A Christmas Poem by Viktor Rydberg

INTRODUCTION
The Christmas poem, Tomten, by Viktor Rydberg is one of the most popular ones in Finland and Sweden.
I recall having to learn this in grade school; each student was assigned some verses so we could recite the
full poem by heart in class. During Christmas it was often read in the radio.
This text of the poem is shown in Swedish, English and Finnish. You can listen to the traditional recital in
Swedish, see a movie in Swedish with English subtitles and listen to it in a song in Finnish. The pictures
used here of Tomten are from “Tonttula” in the village of Larsmo in Finland, between Karleby and
Jakobstad.
I have included a relationship list showing how Viktor Rydberg is one of our distant cousins.

Tomte
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
A tomte, nisse or tomtenisse (Sweden) or tonttu (Finland) is a humanoid mythical creature of
Scandinavian folklore. The tomte or nisse was believed to take care of a farmer's home and children and
protect them from misfortune, in particular at night, when the housefolk were asleep.
The tomte/nisse was often imagined as a small, elderly man (size varies from a few inches to about half
the height of an adult man), often with a full beard; dressed in the everyday clothing of a farmer.
The Swedish name tomte is derived from a place of residence and area of influence: the house lot or tomt.
Nisse is the common name in Norwegian, Danish and the Scanian dialect in southernmost Sweden; it is a
nickname for Nils, and its usage in folklore comes from expressions such as Nisse god dräng ("Nisse good
lad", cf. Robin Goodfellow).
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Viktor Rydberg
Abraham Viktor Rydberg (December 18, 1828 – September 21, 1895) was a Swedish writer and a
member of the Swedish Academy, 1877-1895. "Primarily a classical idealist", Viktor Rydberg has been
described as "Sweden's last Romantic" and by 1859 was "generally regarded in the first rank of Swedish
novelists."
Rydberg in 1876

Viktor Rydberg was of humble parentage. One biographer notes that: "He had
a hard struggle to satisfy the thirst for learning which was a leading passion
of his life, but he finally attained distinction in several fields of scholarship."
The son of a soldier turned prison guard, Johann Rydberg, and a midwife,
Hedvig Düker. Viktor Rydberg had two brothers and three sisters. In 1834 his
mother died during a cholera epidemic. Her death broke the spirit of his
father, who yielded to hypochondria and alcoholism, contributing towards his
loss of employment and the family's apartment, forcing authorities to board
young Viktor out to a series of foster homes, one of which burnt down,
further traumatizing the youth.
Despite his economic status, Rydberg was recognized for his talents. From
1838 to 1847, Rydberg attended grammar school, and studied law at the
University in Lund from 1851 to 1852. Due to financial reasons
his university studies ended after one year, without a degree.
Afterward, he took a job as a private tutor. In 1855, he was
offered work at the Göteborgs Handels- och Sjöfartstidning, a
newspaper in Göteborg, where he would remain employed for
more than 20 years. It was during this time that his first novels
saw print. He soon became a central figure of late Romanticism
in Sweden, and Sweden's most famous living author.
Throughout his adult life, Rydberg was active in politics. In
1859, he wrote a pamphlet on national defense, which inspired
the "Sharpshooter's movement", a voluntary militia of some
political importance during the 1860s. In 1870, he took a
controversial pro-German stance during the Franco-Prussian
War. Representing the traditional economic system of Sweden,
from 1870 to 1872, Rydberg was a member of the Swedish
Parliament as a supporter of the Peasant's Party.
Rydberg grave in Gothenburg

Original Swedish text

Swedish traditional recital
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=832EH7HE1bw

Movie about Tomten in Swedish with English subtitles
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rJ0Ec-jYg8

English text

Finnish song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7VDckHzvlaE

For information about the poster below and other Rydberg’s “Tomten” items see http://tomtenposter.com/index.html

Finnish text

